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Tower defense simulator codes roblox wiki

View Source Comments Share Towers Towers is the only way to deal with enemies. They are necessary for loading and playing a player. Each tower has its own capacity and purchase cost associated with that tower. Most towers are aggressive towers. However, some may provide support in its own way.
Each has its own strategy associated with them and most towers can reach their full potential in conjunction with other towers. Disclaimer - Due to the wishes of developers, developer-only towers have no articles. However, their icons can be seen below. Shop Tower Scout Sniper Paintballer Demoman
Soldier Level Required No Unlock Free $150 $250 $350 Tower Freezer Ace Pilot Medic Pyromancer Farm Level Required No Unlock Cost $1,500 $1,500 $ 1 $1,500 $2,000 $2,000 Tower Fighter Shotgun Military Base Rocketeer Electroshoker Level Required No Level 10 Unlock Cost $2,000 $2,500
$2.2,, 500 $2,500 $3,000 Tower Commander DJ Booth Minigunner Ranger Level Required Level 5 Level 5 Level 15 Unlock Cost $3,500 $4,000 $5,000 $8,500 Hardcore Tower Accelerator Level Required Level 50 Unlock Cost 2,500 Level Map Other Tower Hunter Archer Method of Obtaining Gift Code of
Sharpness Removed Tower Sentry Mecha Base Exclusive These towers do not have pages as developers do not want their statistics widely available. Please do not ask for these towers under any circumstances nor ask what they are doing, as it will not be revealed. Tower War Machine Void Miner[5]
YeeHaw[6] Community content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise stated. View Source Comments Share WARNING Leak (and possibly even use) any codes that are not intended to be used yet (such as codes intended for release by a public person) will result in a ban on official TDS Discord
and TDS Wikia at the request of developers. Only codes added to this page by TDS Wiki staff are allowed to be redeemed. Leaking the reward they give (like all the evolution skins of a tower) will also lead to a block in the Wikia TDS. We are not responsible for any action taken against those who leak the
code or use the code. Codes Codes are small gifts that developers sometimes give out that are redeemable for EXP, $Coins or sometimes towers, skins and emotes. In rare cases, towers and emotes can later be moved to the store (such as the Russian tower of Emote and John, now the militant tower).
Most codes can only be redeemed for a limited period of time but some (such as the Hunter Tower) are available for extended periods of time. You can redeem the codes by entering a code in the code box on the left side of your screen in the form of a twitter logo every time you are in the lobby. For skin
codes, you must have that tower to redeem the code. If you don't have the tower, you can't redeem the code. All dates are in European date format (DD/MM/YYYY). Rewards Code Created status newyear2021[1] 1 Premium Skincrate Skincrate Expired 2spooky4u[2] 1 Spooky Skincrate 23/11/2020 Expired
30k [3] 1 Pumpkin Skinkrate 02/11/2020 Expired 1pumpkin [4] 1 Pumpkin Skincrate 31/10/2020 Expired Gems [5] 150 or 50 [6] 29/10/202 0 Expired Launch [7] 2 Premium Skincrates 29/10/2020 Expired DOUBLEBLOXIES [8] Kasodus Leather (Cowboy) 01/06/2020 Expired ICYF REEZE [9] Skin IcyTea
(Freezer) 27/05/2020 Expired W33KLICODE 65 XP 01/05/2020 Expired HAPPY3AST3R! [10] Springtime Skin (Commander) 11/04/2020 Expired SPR1NGM1L3ST0NE[11] Springtime Skin (Shredder) 06/04/2020 Expired T3MPLAR 100 XP 04/03/2020 Expired 5KMILESTONE[12] Twitter Skin (Minigunner)
11/02/2020 Expired ELECTRO $100 11/02/2020 Expired 02MOMENT 100 XP 24/01/2020 Expired MOAREXP 50 XP 29/01/2020 Expired SW33TXP 50 XP 16/02/2020 Expired GAMERMODE0N 50 XP Unknown Expired R3TR0 50 XP 9/11/2019 Expired TRICKORTREAT Halloween Skin (Hunter)
18/10/2019 Expired B1RDHUNT3R Hunter 13/10/2019 Expired THANKYOU[13] 100 XP 20/08/2019 Expired 3S8KZMC[14] $250 &amp; 50 XP 15/08/2019 Expired SUMMER $250 Unknown Expired 120K $100 &amp; 60 XP 02/08/2019 Expired KITT3N[15] $100 &amp; 60 XP Unknown Expired
GOR1LLA[16] $250 &amp; 25 XP Unknown Expired 1MILVISITS $500 28/06/2019 Expired RAZ0RF1SH[17] $100 &amp; 60 XP Unknown Expired 10KPLAYERS $100 &amp; 100 XP 10/07/2019 Expired SF0TH[18] $350 24/06/2019 Expired LONGWAIT[19] Russian 19/07/2019 Expired J0HNRBX[20][21]
[22] John 16/06/2019 Expired JOHNROBLOX[23][24] Paintballer Unknown Expired HAPPY4TH 84 XP 04/07/2019 Expired FRIDAY $Unknown 14/06/2019 Expired Notes Community content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise noted. in: View Source Share Comments below is a list of codes; All
codes are case sensitive and should be entered exactly as it appears. Disclaimers: If the codes don't work then don't complain to us about it. Sometimes we don't know when the codes work, so don't complain. Please do not edit this page if you do not know how to, or if the code has expired or not. Tell a
Content Coordinator new codes to add to this page If you've found a work code that isn't meant for the public to know yet, please don't tell or even joke about the code anywhere on wikia. Code Rewards Status R3TR0 50 XP Expired 02MOMENT 100 XP Expired TRICKORTREAT Halloween Leather for
Hunter Expired B1RDHUNT3R Hunter Valid THANKS SLEEP 100 XP Expired SUMMER 100 Coins Expired 120K 250 Coins &amp; XP Expired 3S8KZMC ??? Coins &amp; ??? XP Expired KITT3N[1] 100 Coins &amp; XP Expired GOR1LLA 350 Coins &amp; 25 XP Expired 1MILVISITS XP Expired
RAZ0RF1SH[2] 100 Coins &amp; XP Expired 10KPLAYERS Coins Expired SF0TH[3] Coins &amp; XP Expired LONGWAIT[4] Coins, XP &amp; Russian Emote Expired MOARXP 100 XP Expired ELECTRO 100 Coins Expired 5KMILESTONE Twitter Leather for Minigunner Valid SW33TXP 50 XP Expired
T3MPLAR 100 XP Expired SPR1NGM1L3ST0NE Spring Skin For Expired HAPPY3AST3R! Spring Leather for Commander Expired W33KLICODE 65 XP Valid SKIN ICYFREEZE for Freezer Valid Leather DOUBLEBLOXIES for Cowboy Valid Note that this list of codes is accurate from 1/6/20. 1/6/20. the
time is 6/1/20 as the month and date were reversed Community content is available under CC-BY-SA, unless otherwise stated. View Source Comments Share Skincrates Skincrates in Tower Defense Simulator are items used to unlock skins for towers. Skincrates can be purchased with coins, Robux or
tickets. Some Skincrates are event-exclusive, such as Bunny Skincrate. This means that they cannot be purchased after the event ends. Some Skincrates can be obtained through daily rewards or rewards. Each Skincrate has specific skins that only they can unlock. A Skincrate unlocks a skin and each
Skincrate has a limited amount of skins to unlock. You can buy excess Skincrates, but for some Skincrates, they can't be used, and for others, it will give you a skin you already own. To open a Skincrate, you need to go to the Boxes section of your store while in the lobby and open that box. Using a
Skncrate will randomly assign a skin that can be taken from this box to you. A specific skin for a particular tower cannot be selected in advance. You can't get a skin for a tower that doesn't belong to you. For the most part, skins are only cosmetic reviews of that tower, without adding bonuses. An exception
to this is Skins taken from Skincrate Gold, as they give additional statistics. Not all skins can be found in Skincrates as some can only be taken through a code, such as spring commander. To equip a skin, you need to go to the troops section of your inventory while in the lobby and select the specific tower
you want to equip a skin for. Shop Event Removed Crate Platinum Skincrate Get Win in all difficulties on 5 maps. Community content shall be made available under CC-BY-SA, unless otherwise stated. View sharing source comments If a code isn't working, try again on a VIP server. It is free and is known
for some codes that only work on VIP servers!!! Some codes could be outdated so please tell us if a code no longer works Here are the codes listed (More TBA) Reward code deceomgun2020 300 Gems likethegamepog 400 Gems nano150k 50 Gems subtoinfer2x 50 Gems kelvin500ksubs 50 Gems
100KClypso 50 Gems liketo280k 150 Gems 2shutdowncode12232000 150 Gems subtosnuglife 100 Gems rwarhappyewear2k21 150 Gems roadto300kuwu 150 Gems If a code does not work, try again on a VIP server. It is free and is known for some codes that only work on VIP servers!!! You can find
outdated codes here &gt;&gt;Sharp codes&lt;&lt; Community content is available under CC-BY-SA, unless otherwise stated. More Roblox: All Star Tower Defense Wiki Wiki Wiki
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